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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

POLITICAL.
William Henry Harrison.—-There is
HISTORY vs. TORY SLANG.
MAIL ARTICLES.
“
No
true
gentlemen.”—It is aston perhaps nothing in the course of the con
il On the Niagara frontier there was much i •—~;------—
■■■■■"'■..........
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ishing the number of individuals who fall duct of the present administration more hard fighting, but every campaign opened; Fishing Business in 1840.—The cod
JAMES K. REMICH.
under
U™ a- new ggeneral, and sometimes before) Ashing business to the Grand Bank this year
Office on the Main-street-opposite the Meeting-House. under the ban of Mr. Kendall, and come despicable, or which more strongly shows “
of n.vu
their vvuumuu,
condition, man
than ns
into the category of“ no true gentlemen.” — the
— hopelessness ...
a r. ,..': has entirelv
nm<st nF
entirely failed,
failed, and most
of tha
the vessels
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
its ciose
dose that general was superseded. After
Two dollars per annum, if paid'within the year.— The following letter from a Postmaster in the vituperative abuse whichr they shower,/he fall of General Pike , the war was car | are on their way home with from one half
nnnn General
iipnai’nl Harrison.
14
HDU
____ is
"I •_ >
.1
?
down upon
There
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which Michigan is in reply to the begging epistle down
ried on without any settled plan, and ended to one third fares. The difference to the
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No of the Ex-Postmaster for “that dollar” or hardly a disgraceful epithet which they
without
accomplishing
any
one of its objects. towns of Beverly and Marblehead between
papei discontinued, except at the option oi the pub
that “ half dollar” which is essential to ena have not applied to him—and if he is guilty It served, however, to afford opportunity to this and last year’s catch and prices will
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
1 he publisher does not hold himself responsible for ble him “ to save the country.”—Baltimore of only a tithe of what is laid to his charge a number of officers to distinguish them amount to a sum exceeding two hundred
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount Patriot.
by profligate presses in the pay of the ad selves for their military talents and intrepid thousand dollars. Beverly has about sevencharged for its insertion.
ministration, he is not only not fit to be ity : among these. Generals Brown, Scott, ly large vessels in the Grand Bank fishing,
Raisin, Lenawee Co. .Michigan.
Sir:—1 hereby acknowledge the receipt President of the United States, but is unfit Jessup, Miller, Riley and Towson, are de and Marblehead nearly one hundred.—The
MISCELLANEOUS.
of your letter of the 28th ult. enclosing your to live—death and infamy should be his por servedly eminent. To the North-west our vessels from these two places last year, on
Address and Prospectus, and after due con tion.
military affairs were conducted on a svstemat- the first fare, averaged five hundred quin-»
Method of Restoring Life to the Appar sideration, 1 return them “ franked” as they
Among the charges brought against Gene- ic plan, and under' aa ^
lulluer wno
commander
who was
was tals, and were sold or could have been sold
ently Drowned; recommended by the “Roy came, although I'have my doubts about its
a,I.09he!ftl dest,,tute/.of thH completely successful in what he undertook. at an average price of $3 30 per quintal.
al Humane Society of England,” instituted being agreeable tolaw so to do.
Yet, if slightest foundation in truth, are the folic..
r ’low-In the South the war was also confined to Allowing that the vessels this year come
in the year 1774.—Avoid all rough usage. contrary to law I can plead your own pre h’g—gating, profanity, intemperance, de
a single individual, who was found abun home with the same quantity of fish as last
Do not hold up the body by the feet, nor cedent, as an extenuation of my exercise of bauchery, defalcation imbecility, aristocra
dantly competent to the duties assigned to year, the loss to the towns would be someroll it on the casks or barrels. Lose not a the “ franking” privilege, and for my chari cy, cowardice and tyranny 1 To this may
him.—HARRISON and Jackson, there- thing like one hundred and ten thousand
moment in carrying the body to the nearest ty in savingji/Zy cents of the “ hard cur be added poverty, and of this crime it may foret are the only persons who can be said dollars, allowing that fish would now readi
house, with the head and shoulders raised. rency” in which your soul so much delights, be that he is not altogether guiltless.
to have conducted an entire plan of opera ly command two dollars per quintal, which
Place it in a warm room if the weather is for yourself and needy family.
We know of nothing more vile and con- tion to a successful issuei and their names is not the case.—Boston Dai. Adv.
cold. Preserve silence, and positively ad
I will give you a few plain reasons why I temptible, than to carry on a political war- are decidedly the most conspicuous in the
The above statement, copied from the
mit no more than three intelligent persons. return them to the source from which thej®iJare by false and calumnious attacks on pt ihistory of fie war.”—Brackenbridge’s Boston Daily Advertiser, is bad enough in
Let the body be instantly stripped, dried emanated without complying with your re- ' vate character. Such has not been the conHistory of the War—page 5.
all conscience, but we heard a gentleman,
and warmed in hot blankets, which are to quest. Your language is not republican. luct adopted by the Whigs in regard to
who is largely engaged in the fishing busi
be frequently renewed. Keep the mouth, It is not such as one democrat should use to dartin Van Buren, whose moral character
The Difference.—When the present con ness, remark, that the writer had not got
nostrils and throat free and clean. Apply another, where democratic equality is pro
as open to censure as that of William Hen- test between Mr. VarrBuren and Gen. Har the price of fish so low as it actually was—»
warm substances to the back, spine, pit of fessed to be reciprocally acknowledged. y Harrison. When they cannot succeed
rison commenced, we did not believe that
the stomach, arm-pits and soles of the feet. You speak of “ sense of duty” What do without resorting to such base and contempt- the newspapers and p'arty leaders on the instead of three fifths, the average price Was
Rub the body with flannel, or cotton, or you mean by that, sir ? Do you mean that ble measures we hope they will be defeated side of the Administration would have in not more than one half of what it was last
hands. Attempt to restore breathing by because I have had a petty office, once de L-for that cause cannot be worth contending dulged the strain of unmitigated virulence year. Fish that sold last year for $3 50 a
3 75 per quintal of 100 lbs. have been selff
gentle blowing with the bellows, into one pendent on your favor that I am bound to tor, which requires the support of slander
towards Gen. Harrison, which has, thus far, ing this year for $1 80 per quintal of 112
nostril, closing the mouth and the other forego all independence of character, and : nd falsehood.
to their own disgrace, been continued. To pounds I
Very Jttle fish goes into the
nostril.—Press down the breast carefully serve you from a “ sense of duty ?” Talk
The purity of the moral character of Gen be sure, this constant abuse, has actually country. Produce is so cheap, that the
with both hands, then let it rise again, and that language, sir, to the “ serfs” of Russia ial Harrison is vouched for by men who
Ibntributed to advance the Old Hero’s people in the interior find it more economi
thus imitate natural breathing. Keep up — Democrats scorn it. They owe no “ al lave known him long, and whose sacred
ause ; but, then, it is dishonorable and disthe application of heat—continue the rub legiance” to would-be dictators or upstart irofession, intelligence and integrity ai»e a reditable, and revolting to the pride and cal living to consume it themselves, than to
purchase, as they have formerly done, our
bing—increase it when life appears, and demagogues.
efficient guarantee that they will not de atriotism of every true hearted American. fish. This is one of the great causes of the
then give a tea spoon full of warm water, or
I return your artful appeal to the people ceive, and have not been deceived. We 4-In contrast to the course here reprobated,
very weak brandy and water, or wine and of the United States, because I consider it a :onversed with a gentleman of great respect- we are proud to see that the opposition low price to which this article is now re-»
duced. Establishments in Gloucester which
water.
Persevere for six hours,
Send tissue of false statements and false issues.
ibility and intelligence, a few days since, press, for the most part, refrain from any heretofore have been in the practice of sup
quickly for medical assistance.
You pretend to be patriotic and zealous vho has passed several months in the vicin- Vilification of Mr. Van Buren. They at plying firms in the country largely, this year
for your country. Your past conduct be ty of Cincinnati, and he assures us that tack his political measures and principles_ have not received orders for a single quintal
North American Review for July lies your professions. — You have acted a rom numerous gratifying interviews which his policy and system of administration, of fish. Our prospects here are gloomy econtains a review of Gen. Harrison’s able prominent part in the councils of those who je had with General Harrison as well as but they scorn to descend to coarse and vul nough, but croaking will not better them.
discourse before the Ohio Historical Society, have brought our country to the verge of iom the concurrent testimony of several gar abuse, or calumnious charges. The dif
'Gloucester Tel.
respecting the Aborigines of the Valley Lf ruin, and our republic to the threshold of a gentlemen ol acknowledged character and ference is striking^ and cannot fail to arrest
the Ohio. Gen. Harrison’s observations on monarchy. I think I understand your mo vorth, who had known him intimately for t?he attention of the unprejudiced people of
Georgia.—The following is the ticket
this subject are particularly valuable, since tives.
nany years, he was convinced that General t|he country.
nominated for Congress, by the friends of
they are “ the views of one whose long of
You talk the same language which the Harrison was a man of superior intellectual
Gen. Harrison.—Messrs. Dawson, Nis
ficial connection with the Indian tribes, in Robespierres, Dantons and Caesars have mdowments, and of an elevated moral | The Difference. — Gen. Harrison captur
bet, Habersham^ King, Alford, War
peace and war, and whose familiarity with always talked. While you profess democ character a candidate for the Presidency ed at the battle of the Thames, 6000 stand
ren, of the present Congress; and in the
the topography of the region in question, racy and love for the dear people you are who was well deserving of the confidence jf arms, 5 vessels of war, and ammunition
lieu of the three other Members, Messrs.
give to his opinions the authority of obser artfully sapping the very foundations of that of the patriot, the republican and the Chris and stores worth $1,000,000.—Can any
Gamble, Meriweter, and Foster.
tian.
vation and experience.” The reviewer democracy.
Body show when and where Mr. Van Busays—“ It is a source of real satisfaction,
It is foolish as well as wicked to circulate ren ever saved a life or earned a dollar to
Again you are most insultingly hypocrit
A Married Woman’s Note.—In an ac
and affords relief under the disgust with ical. You talk in your Address about mem such outrageous slanders upon the character The country ? On the contrary, after accu tion tried before Judge Randall, a few
which a well regulated mind contemplates bers of the Whig party “ franking” docu-ii ol
E such a man. This couise must disgust mulating a princely private fortune for him days ago, to recover of Conrad Reakert the
the ferocity of our party contests, to find an ments, when you know that the Van Buren- ill high-minded politicians, who have hith self during a life of luxury and ease, has he amount of a promissory note given by his
individual, situated like the author of this ites have “ franked” three to their one, a erto supported the administration—for how ®ot squandered at the rate of $20,000,000 wife, a milliner in Arch street, near 2d, to
essay, devoting a portion of his time, and large proportion of which are bully Dun ever desperate their cause may be honest <?f the public funds Annually since he has Job Barker, of New York, and endorsed by
his pen, to the calm consideration of a sub can’s blackguardism, which you are pleased men cannot, they will not countenance such been President ?—that being the annual av N. W. Sanford &; Co. it was held that as
ject, whose interest is purely historical. to say “ have a spice of coarseness suited to assassin-like measures. — Boston Journal.
erage excess of his expenditures over those the note was signed by her, by authority of
There are certainly but few individuals, the Western people.”
Mr. Adams. Gen. Harrison has made her husband* he was liable for the same.
whose life, from early youth, has been pass
Quite a compliment, indeed, and one for To the Editors oj the National Intelligen himself poor in enriching us, and after a
Phila. Gaz.
cer :
ed in the arduous active service of the field, which they will doubtless thank you and
tong life of hard public service is obliged
and in maturer years amidst the labors and your master as they should at the ballot box
Gentlemen : In passing through Mid |o work for his daily bread. Within a pe
Bob-o’-link.—The Newburyport Watch
cares of high and responsible official station, next November. The charge of“ contempt dleburg, Loudon county, Virginia, a few riod of two years he routed the enemies of tower, has a pleasant little article on the
who could sustain with more credit a dis for the people,” which you are pleased to days ago, the Rev. Robert Cadden stated |iis country at Tippecanoe, at Fort Meigs musical notes of the bob-o’-link, from Which
cussion like that contained in the pages un prefer against Harrisonians is, from the a- to me the following circumstance : That on and at the Thames, and thus rescued from we extract the following :
der review.”
As we approached near enough to distin
bove false issue, particularly applicable to Christmas eve, about the year 1815, Gener sP savage foe thousands of lives and millions
al Harrison arrived at Williamsport, Wash if propei ty by his bravery. Mr. Van Bu- guish his meaning, we discovered that he
yourself.
A Hard Case. —A lady in the south of
You say a “sham hero” was presented to ington county, Maryland, and stopped at ren has spent more than three years and was engaged in no less doubtful an occupa
England made a practice of collecting all the people in the person of Harrison, And Townson’s tavern. The Rev. James Reid, ^20,000,000 of money in the Florida War, tion than the delivery of a political lecture
the little boys in the parish once a year up pray, sir, where was you when the battles now in Baltimore, had previously made an without even subduing a meagre band of to the assembled tribes of air. The enun
on her lawn, and stuffing them with beef of Tippecanoe, Fort Meigs, and the Thames arrangement with his congregation to meet Indians, a handful of savages that Gen. ciation of our friend, as you well know, is
and plum-pudding. One time towards the were fought ? Where was you when Har him at a certain private house in town, be Jackson once said he could make a break rapid, and the whole discourse seemed to
close of the entertainment, when she was rison, the “ sham hero,” as you are pleased fore day on Christmas morning, to form a fast of. Now whose services are most en be one burst of gushing and inexpressible!
walking round to see how all went on, and to call him, chased a flying foe into the heart procession to march to the church to sing an titled to the confidence of the country?
feelings, delivered with a sort of offhand
to ask how they were satisfied with her of Canada, and there conquered him ?
anthem in celebration of the nativity of the
and ready fluency which made it extremely
Newark Adv.
bounty, she found the greater part full and
—
difficult to take it down. His speech came
Was you teaching school in Kentucky or Saviour of the world. They passed by the
also content. But at last she came to a basking like a poisonous basilisk in the sun house where General Harrison was sleeping. ! At the Harrison Jubilee celebration of to a conclusion as we approached nearer ;
little fellow upon whose plate there was a shine of Mr. Clay’s favor, or opposing iMr. The next morning, a certain gentleman sa- Independence in Boston the following vol but I give you the beads of the concluding
large lump of the third helping of pudding, Madison and the War, like your master Van Jluted the General, saying, “ Sir, I am very unteer sentiment was offered by Mr. Au paragraphs as I caught them, for the benefit
and he was blubbering and crying as piteous Buren ? Answer these questions to your isorry that your rest was disturbed this morn- gustus Bradford.
of all who have felt any uncertainty on this
ling
of a parcel of enthusiasts.” . “ We know the bravery of our General — important subject.
ly as though he had not had a meal for 24 own conscience.
■ - by
- the singing
hours. “What is the matter with you,my little
Surrounded with court splendors in thei^Ae General replied, “I assure you, sir, my niay he whose clear voice cheered us in bat
“ Tip—Tip I honest—honest—I’ll stand
man ?” asked the lady : “ has any one dared gorgeously furnished palace of Mr. Van Bu-|rest was not disturbed, for I thought it was tle, and whose care and attention was be bv him—let’s all say so—let’s all say soto ill-use you in my presence ?” The ur ren, you may imagine that the people wil«*
[the
U*' most* heavenly
1
1 music *"I ever heard, and stowed upon us when it was over, receive come—come—where’s your voices—hurrah
chin blubbered more desperately than before, sustain you and him in your aristocratic "ready approve of it on such an occasion; fethe support of every soldier whose heart still —hurrah I (Great cheering.) Amos Keh*
and at length faltered out, “ 1 can eat no pride and pomp, because you profess de and if the people would, instead of illumin fbeats for the honor of his country.”
dall—pretty fellow—pretty fellow—sham«
more pudding 1” and he cried more bitterly mocracy. Deceive not yourself, sir. To ations, celebrate their victories in that way, ! Mr. Bradford is favorably known in this ming poor to cheat the people—pshaw—.
than before. The lady patted him on the show you in what estimation the hardy and by thanksgiving in their churches, it Itown and vicinity, where he resided for 20 pshaw—pshaw—pretty story—pretty story
head, saying, “ Do not cry, my good little back woodsmen and “ log cabin boys” re would much belter become a Christian na »years or more. He was a soldier in the old — his nest’s feathered—his nest’s feathered
—phonee—phonee—phonee-fc-e-e !—Mat
man ; for if you are not able to eat your gard you, Michigan will give “Old Tip” tion.”
|4!h Regiment in the campaign up the Wapudding, you can put it in your pocket.” two thousand majority next fall, in spile of
As General Harrison is now occupying jbash in 1811, and was severely wounded in Van Buren —little Dutchman—sly boots—
A more violent burst followed this kindly your “ Extra Globe.”—Note it down now so prominent a station before the American;jthe desperate conflict at Tippecanoe ; and sly boots—I see through him—I see through
advice, and at the end of it came out the in a book, and mark the result. As my People, I have thought proper to give th<■he emphatic testimony which he now gives him—fills his pockets—golden dishes—gold
words, “ But my pockets are both full al sheet is full, I now close with this remark Public, through your columns, the above Ito the valor and kindness of his old com- en dishes—plain—plain—plain 1 I ! Oh, I
ready,”
if my office is considered the price of obe-| narrative, hoping that it may have some in- Imander, is no new story from his lips. We want the good old farmer—no more cheat
dience to monarchical dictation, it is at thef fluence
"
on the minds of the reflecting and ¡may add that Mr. Bradford was an original ing—ho more cheating—honest folks will
Curious and Important Discovery.—It service of those who gave it.
the religious of all Christrian denominations jjackson man, and has up to this time sus- come in fashion—Oriole—oriole—whafs
is staled in a foreign periodical, that Signor
With correct opinions as to your charac in the selection of our next Chief Magistrate. • tained the administration ;—but like all oth the news from Baltimore ? TippecanoeTippecanoe—(Tremendous applause,)
Bertelli, a rich landed proprietor in Pied ter, I am, sir,
er old soldiers who fought the battles of
JOHN C. GREEN.
mont, has discovered a method by which.he
DARIUS C. JACKSON, P. M.,
Brucelown, Frederick co. (Va.)July 13, i their country under Harrison, or served with
“ Halloo, waiter, you black rascal—where
can make silk-worms spin red or blue co
Raisin.
honor under him, he has now
1840.
are you. We have all been waiting this
coons at pleasure. So that the silk thus ob
“ Come out from among the foul party
half hour.” “ Look hea; massas gemman !
tained is dyed naturally with one or the oth
In 1826 there were 10,713 Government
To vote for old Tippecanoe.”—Dover Enq.
George
M
’
Duffie
has
addressed
a
letter
to
bein’ as how you hab all turned waiters, jest
er of these colors, not only of surpassing office-holders, the pay of whom was $2,The New-York Courier well observes, wait on you selfs—Ise too consequential a
beauty but indestructable. Signor Bertelli 793,112. This was thought to be extrava-; the friends of the administration at Milledgkeeps his discovery a secret; but it is sup g,ance by the democrats, and they were toj ville, Ga. in which he derides and abuses that the genius of the Federal administra nigger to wait on waiters—white ufis, spe
The tion in matters of finance is admirably il cially.”
posed to consist in some particular prepara reduce the expenses materially, but how did' Gen. Harrison.—This is all right.
tion of the mulberry leaves on which he they do it ? Under Van Buren there ar& sordid and contemptible truckling of this lustrated in the payment of $125 in cash
man and of Mr. Calhoun, to “the vilest for fire wood per cord, the issue ofirredeemAngling.—il Halloo, Sam ! what yoii do
feeds his worms.
20,821, who receive $73461,641 I The
AND MOST PROFLIGATE WRETCHES THAT able post notes of $50 as a metallic curren in’ dar r”—“ Fishin.”
Well, What dat
offices about doubled, and the pay about!
'
Bowel Complaint in Children.—Prepar trebled, by this economical administration ll ever crawled into power”—is an inter cy, and the protest of Government paper as you got in you mouf ?”
_______
ed chalk, one ounce ; tincture of kino, one Can any one cipher out how much the ex-; esting commentary on the noisy chivalry of in the recent instance at New-Orleansj^in the wo’ms for haff ”
ounce; epsom salts, one ounce; water, one penses would be reduced, at the same ratio,! South Carolina. It is well understood that amount of $175 75 •’
Good pickles, it is said, may be made of
Ruta Baga. Peel, slice, boil, and then put
Ip.- nf
'’WAVS be careful to shake it should the nresent administration remain! Mr. M’Duffie,like Mr. Pickens, is a mere
’
rTprrn
—
1“
to
John
Adams,
iei °$ell when given. Givé to a cntiu^ year • .-power four yeuv»i^,w ?
a~ .^,1 creature of Mr. Calhoun and of course “ folNovember, 1787, Mr. Jefferson them in vinegar, and chuck them out of the
I ’ kf?d i‘' ’
old, one tea spoonful in the morning, one at understand the rule of“ reduction by ascenJ °^s In ^1S footstep8«ff-N.Y
“ I wish at the end of four years, they window.
noon, and one at night ; and increase or di ding.”
The Richmond Inquirer says that Mr. Van‘1 ifiad made him (the President) ineligible a
minish the dose according to age. The aThe Schoolmaster abroad.—A school
Buren is running in all parts of the Union in lecotA time.”
bove excellent remedy (said to be nearly
master in Texas advertises that he “ is pre
Martin Van Buren, was a poor boy ohce. a way that indicates that be will certainly
infallible) is taken from “ Raymond’s edi
£ The population of Boston, by the census pared to teach \he juvenile undergrowth of
Boston Post. I finish his race by the 4th of March next.
tion of Gunn’s Domestic Medicine.”
that country how to shoot«”
And is a very poor President now !
À
Bouisville Journal,
just taken, is 84,000,
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MR. PRESTON’S QUESTIONS.
The following day order was restored, facls’which have been subsequently devel
Some short time since in lhe Senate, Mr.
oped
;
that
the
award
of
that
sovereign,
if
and the besiegers retired to their camp.
" F OBEIGN NEWS.
,,u never have Clay of Alabama, replied to a speech made
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1840.
Some days after, the garrison having been accepted by the parties, could
circumstances,
by. Mr. Preston in opposition to the Standing
been
executed
under
any
c..c;:
“
.ptsnccc,
’
........
out
]yj
r
.
Clay,
having
been
excessivereinforced by 3,000 men made a sot tie, but
ARRIVAL OF THE ACADIA.
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
the
BUL of Mr. Van Buren and ilenuncia.... structure
---------. of the country- interposing- |¡Army
¡y laudatory
Ten Days later from Europe.—The they were not more fortunate than that of thereto physical and irremovable obstacles
;ie|.aJ Harrison, and having prot«bstac)e[ ;j Itory of
of Ge
General
Seyde.
Having
been
gallantly
received
by
FOR PRESIDENT,
new steam ship Acadia, Captain Miller, of
that, so far from the smallest fraction of the perefj| (o _____
y question that Mr.
answer _any
Mr. Canard’s line, arrived here yesterday the insurgents, the Egyptians fled, and disputed territory falling within the line of
of
,
was
catep
re
ston
might
see
fit
to
propose,
WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
morning at nine o’clock, in twelve days 18 reached Beyrout in great disorder, after hav tllU
the United
States, au ugv.vuu
rigorous vv.
construction
chised
Carolinian
somewhat atVJ Ulicu uiaivo,
— -.......... of
-- VI1
,ovv. by
.j the South
---------- -----------ing
lost
a
number
of
men
and
left
300
mus

OF OHIO.
hours from Liverpool, it being the shortest
some authoritative documents would actually ' ter the following fashion :
passage ever made from a port in England kets on the field of battle. During the night prove a just title on the part of England to
You
are
a
supporter
of
Marlin
Van
Buren,
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
of the 22d to the 23d of June, Soli man Pa
to the U. States.
a portion of what has heretofore been re-9do you approve his instructions to Rufus
sha
arrived
at
Beyrout.
The
following
day
JOHN TTIÆH,
The Acadia left Liverpool at 3, r. M.
girded as part of the State of Maine itself; ■ King to vote against the admission of Mis_
hich
sourl ,nto Hje Union with the right of holding
on the 4th, tfrrived’ off Halifax at 7, A. M. he sent some ships of war to bombard and that, inline, the conclusions upon wF
OF VIRGINIA.
■'
.
of the 15th, in 10 days 16-hours. She was Djouni, a place occupied by the insurgents, certain “official agents of the republic have slaves ? __
NO, replied Mr. Alabama Clay.
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE.
delayed by fog HThburs. At 5, P. M. she , but the only result of this expedition was rested the American case, instead of being
Does the Senator from Alabama approve
ISAAC ILSLEY, of Portland.
got under weigh and went 1 into port. At the useless consumption of powder.
the
legitimate
results
of
practical
investiga

of
Mr.
Van
Buren
’
s
support
of
De
Witt
Clin

The next day Soliman Pasha left for Sey
11, P. M. she left for Boston, and made the
ISAAC HODSDON, of Corinth.
tion, are unsubstantial inventions brought ton, the peace candidate, against James Madi
passage in 34 hours. She brought 63 pas de, which was threatened by the Emir Hai forward in the absence of all real investiga son, the war candidate ?
FOR DISTRICT ELECTORS.
sengers from Liverpool, and 13 from Halt- dar on the 6,000 brave fellows that he com tion, conveying erroneous ideas of the na
NO.
CHARLES TRAFTON, for York.“
mands.
Does he approve of Mr. Van Buren s vote , RUFUS K. GOO DENOW, for Oxford.
On the 29lh a sortie was made, and a- ture of the country, and calculated to mis in reference to the toll-gates upon the Cum
Files of Liverpool papers to the 4th inst.,
lead not only their own authorities, but berland road, and his action generally, while
FOR GOVERNOR.
public opinion in the United States and in in Congress in reference to Internal Improve
Europe, as to the merits of the question.
ments ?
OF BANGOR.
11 Again and again, the same conviction
NO.
were brought by her.—Bos. Adv, of Aug
Does
he
approve
of
Mr.
Van
Boren
’
s
votes
is
emphatically
repeated,
viz
:
that
‘
not

camped on the hill of St. Dimitri, which
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS—YORK
The London morning papers of the 3d
withstanding the assertions which during a in favor of the Tariffs ol 1824 and 1828 ?
commands the Lazaretto.
COUNTY.
NO.
Aug., in common with those of the whole
There are at present in the harbor of Bey long period have been so confidently urg
DANIEL
GOODENOW,
of Alfred.
How
then
do
you
support
Mr.
Van
Buren,
of the preceding week, are filled with com
rout 14 Turkish or Egyptian frigates, the ed, that the U. S. alone can rightfully claim
ments on the menacing tone and attitude of English frigate Castor, the English steamer the territory in question, we hoped to have when you denounce every act of his public
FOR SENATORS—YORK COUNTY.
life ?
France,
indignant
that
EngJF
¡ alive, who
W UM is
IO terribly
IV 1 • •
------- .......................
...
O
Mr. Clay answered that Mr. Van Buren JOHN SANBORN, of Limerick.
Cyclops, and the Sardinian corvette Eagle. proved that the claim of Great Britian does
land,
ianu, Russia,
rvusbic», and
utiM Prussia should attempt to The garrison of the town amounts to about not, as has been alleged, rest upon vague was now sound upon these subjects.
THOMAS CARLE, of Hollis.
coerce Mehemet Ali, and prevent him carrycarry 20,000 men. It is composed of Turks,, and indefensible grounds ; but that she has
How know you that, said Mr. Preston, and JOHN L. LAWRENCE, of Kittery.
ing r^to effect his designs against the Sul more disposed to return home than to fight always had a clear and indefeasible title, is it not as proper for me to try and judge
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
Mr. Van Buren by his past acts as it is in you
tan.
against the mountaineers ; Egyptians either• by right and by possession, to the whole of
Tne engrossing topic of the week has blind of one eye or too young to support the1 the disputed territory — a title, it is true, to try Gen. Harrison for acts of 20, 30 and ARCHIBALD SMITH, of Alfred.
been the disagreement of the English and fatigues of war; Albanians, in fine, quite? which has hitherto been somewhat obscured 40 years ago ?
Sileclion Returns,
To this Mr. Alabama Clay made no answer,
the French Government on the Eastern
by its rather complicated history, and by the and was as dumb as an oyster !
ready to join the flag of the best bidder.
We publish below all the returns from the
Question, the settlement of which England,
want of that interest which countries in a
States in which elections have recently been
Russia, Austria, and Prussia have agreed to
state of wilderness sometimes fail to in- — Amos Kendall thus speaks of the “pro-:
[From the London Times.]
held that have been received. As a whole,
attempt without the co-operation ol France.
(Bushy
to
lying.
”
No
one
who
reads
the
par;
. spire.’”
g
The French, at least the French papers, ex THE N. E. BOUNDARY QUESTION.
agraph can resist the conclusion, that Amos . the record is a glorious one—calculated to
We have received a copy of the Reporti 6
claim against the perfidy of the English ;
talks understandingly upon the subject —that j make glad the heart and strengthen the hands
POLITICAL
he is relating his own experience. Hear him. of every true patriot.
declare that the alliance between France addressed to Lord Palmerston, upon the
North-eastern
Boundary
Question,
by
and England, which they now say, they al
“ The propensity io lying becomes so ty
PRICE
OF
LABOR
INFOREIGN
I
rannical and despotic, that it does not re
ways regarded as hollow, is dissolved ; and Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge, but
KENTUCKY.
COUNTRIES. It
cannot
at
present
find
space
for
the
whole
quire
the stimulus of sell interest, fear or
threaten instant war against England and
Returns
of
the.
votes for Governor have
Mr.
B
urke
of
New-Hamshire,
in
the
course!
*
her allies. The belligerent tone ol the Par document, which occupies in all eighty of an elaborate speech in Congress in favor ot|!shame—but, on the contrary, indulges itself been received from 73 counties which stand
eight
folio
pages.
—
The
commissioners,
in
‘
in
the
most
unbounded
license,
from
the
is papers had caused some uneasiness on the
Sub-Treasury bill, gave the following!1mere force of habit, and in the absence of all thus :—
concluding their statement, express their the
|
statements of price of labor in Europe.
Stock Exchange, where the prices of all
48,415
”
England.—In ordinary times the poor la-1temptation.
1
kinds of stock have fallen. We believe, conscientious opinion, that the claims of
30,662
French
(V.
B.)
G.
Britian
to
the
whole
of
the
disputed
ter

borer gets from 82 50 to $4 per week. Ini
however, that the quarrel between the Sul
(Cjr’Will the Van Buren men, who affect
ritory
are
founded
in
justice,
and
are
in
plain
seasons
of
distress
he
gets
but
82.
In
each!
tan and his Viceroy will be settled without
to
so seriously the frequent use of the
Whig majority
1 regret
accordance with lhe second article of thi case he is obliged to find his own board andl[words
“ Log Cabin” and “Hard Cider” by
3,662
provoking a general war in Europe.
Whig majority in 1836
lodging.
See
Wade
’
s
History
of
the
Work-1
The Moniteur of Saturday launches its treaty of 1783, as well as with the physica ing Classes, page 538, and testimony taken!Ithe whigs, on account of their immoral ten(dency, show wherein they are more immoral
14,09.1
Whig gain since ’36
official announcement that the reserve of the geography of lhe country.
Lord Palmerston, in communicating will before the anti corn law meeting, London,![in their tendency than the terms“ Old Hickto
be heard
Seventeen
counties
remain
conscription of 1836 is called into activity,
March 29, 1839.
ory” and “Whole Hog men” which were
as also the entire conscription of 1839. Mr. Fox, says :—{ The British draft contain
France—The laborer averages, the yearl(once
from
—
these
gave,.in
the
.aggregate,
a small
almost continually upon the lips of the
This, with the recal of the soldiers en conge, ed no provision for arbitration, because tht through, 16 cents per day.—See British Con-i Locos ? If they can do this, they will cer V. B. majority in 1836.
. „ I
will make an increase of about 1,000,000 principles of arbitration had not been propos sular Reports, pp. 6, 22, 30 and 39.
Corsica.—The male laborer gets 24 cents! tainly be prepared to solve that long moot
NORTH CAROLINA.
men.—Thanks to Algiers, the conscription ed on either side during the négociations upoi
ed point, the “ difference ’twixt tweedle-dum
WHIG GAIN IN 29 COUNTIES, 1,817 I
of 183/ and 1838 has been swallowed up which that draft was founded, and because a day, and the female 11 cents—Con. Reps.! and tweedle-dee.”
p. 64.
I
there. In addition, it officially corroborates moreover, it was understood al that time
Returns from 29 counties in the old North
Prussia.—The male laborer gets from 8 tog
[From the Pennsylvania Democrat ]
the previous announcement of the Debats, tthat the principle of arbitration would b< 13 cents per day for the longest days, andl
State give, for Governor,
objected to by the United States about one third less for the shortest days.1
VAN BUREN MEN, LOOK HERE!
that power had been given or assumed by a decidedly
<
11,745
Morehead (whig)
1 But/as the United States Governmen The female gets a little more than half as! The Van Buren men are determined not
royal ordonance, signed on the 28th, to raise
10,665
Saunders (V. B.)
expressed a wish to embody that prin much.—Con. Reps. p. 76.
funds for adding 10,000 seamen to the have
1
1 to do justice to Gen. Harrison in any matter.
the proposed convention, the Britisl
Germany.—The male laborer gets from 131 They say that he received a small appoint
1,080
Whig majority
French navy, with five sail of the line, ciplein
’
Government
is perfectly willing to accede to 19 cents per day. The female gets «about! ment from John Adams, and is, therefore, a
737
V. B, majority in ’36
thirteen frigates, and nine steamboats.
1
federalist.
There
were
other
appointments
fifths as much.—Con. Reps. p. 85.
I
There can be no doubt, says the Morning to
’ that wish. You are, therefore, instructei three
made
about
those
limes,
that
might
be
inter

Holland and Belgium.—A regular farm!
1,817!!
Whig gain
Chronicle of yesterday, that this force, in to state to Mr. Forsyth, that her Majesty’ male servant gets from 822 to 828 per an-| esting to an enquirer. We add some of them,
The Legislature, so far as returns have
addition to that already possessed by the. Government consent to the two principle 3 num. A female servant is. paid half as much J beginning with the one referred to.
conte in, stands thus : —
French in the Mediterranean, & in conjunc. which form the main foundation of the A Laborers get from 18 to 20 stivers in the!
Tuesday, June 27, 1798.
55
tion with the Turkish and Egyptian vessels,( merican counter draft, namely, first that th! summer, and from 15 to 16 in the winter.—I “ Gentlemen of the Senate
Whigs
33
Locos
forms a very menacing fleet. The support commission to be appointed should be s! Con. Reps. p. 125.
k 1 nominate WM. II. HARRISON, Esq. of
Austria.— Trieste—A field laborer gets H .Virginia, to be Secretary of the territory northof Egypt by France has been all along- constituted as necessarily to lead to a fin-a
sterling (22 cents) per day, one-hall *west of the River Ohio.
22
Whig majority
given with this view, of rivalling and com’ settlement of the question at issue betweei , shilling
of which is deducted if board and lodgings!
JOHN ADAMS.
the
two
countries
;
and,
secondly,
that,
ii
Last year the same districts returned 47
peting with our naval force. This is the se
are found. Milan—The head man gets from!
whigs and 41 Locos, showing a whig gain
cret of French choler and French menaces. order to secure such a result, the conventioi 1 to 2 livres per day in harvest time ; half! “ Gentlemen of the Senate
by
which
the
commission
is
to
be
create«
If England makes no menaces, and publish
that amount at other times. Genoa—Labor-1 1 nominate GEORGE WASHINGTON of 8 members and making a difference of 16
es no ordinances in return—if the time should contain a provision for arbitratioi ers receive from 5 pence to 8 pence per day! of Mount Vernon, to be Lieutenant General in lhe relative strength of parties.
should come, for an appeal to force, it will be upon points as to which the British and A besides their diet. Leghorn—The day labor-1 and Commander-in-chief of all the armies
The National Intelligencer publishes a let
the United States.”
found that she is not unprepared to defend merican commissioners may not be able t er gets 6d. a day and food in summer.—Con.| raised, or to be raised in“ JOHN
ter
under date of Raleigh, Aug. 16, which
ADAMS.
”
agree.
Reps. pp. 124, 162, 165, 168 and 169.
her naval supremacy.
|
“ United States, July the 2tZ, 1798.
says : —
R
ussia
.
—
There
is
no
such
thing
as
wages!
<
You
will
at
the
same
time,
say,
tha
The first effect of these ordinances, says
Sufficient returns have been received to
paid to laborers in Russia, the laborer being
the Times of yesterday, upon the funds there are some mailers of detail in lhe A bought and sold with the soil on which he | From the Executive Journal of the United render it absolutely certain that the Whigs
I States’ Senate, page 441—
was unfavorable. A re-action subsequent merican counter-draft which her Majesty’ lives. He is a mere slave.
| “I nominate WILLIAM HENRY HAR have carried the State. We shall have a
ly took place, it will be seen, and stocks re Government could not adopt, but that yo
Mr. Burke argues that in all the countries RISON, to be Governor of Indiana territory, Whig Commons, a Whig Senate, a Whig
will,
by
a
very
early
opportunity,
receive
a
covered. Hour private correspondent be
of Europe where the wages of the labored I from the 13th day of May next, when his Governor, and two Whig United States Sen
ators. Our majority will be from six to eight
well informed, further improvement may be amended draft, to be submitted to the con are very much depressed, the difference is I present commission will expire.
expected, for he asserts, that although much sideration of the President, and that you wi more than made up by the greater cheapness
THOS. JEFFERSON.” j thousand votes for Governor, and on joint
ballot we shall have more than 20, perhaps
hurt by the proceedings of Lord Palmerston at the same time, be instructed to propose t of all articles of comfort and necessity. He I And again—
(who has all the credit of the new treaty,) the President a local and temporary ar copies from the consular reports, for example] I “ I nominate WILLI¿\M HENRY HAR- 30, majority. A hundred guns for the old
the prices of clothing for a laborer in Corsica j
North State !
L •
Louis Philippe was still determined on cul rangement, for the purpose of preventin
I RISON of Indiana, to be a commissioner to
Jacket,
lasting 24 months, 8 francs.
tivating the friendship of this country, and collissions within the limits of the dispute
I enter into any treaty, or treaties which may
INDIANA.
Cap,
do. 24 do. 2 do.
|| be necessary, with any Indian tribes northon maintaining general peace. Still it would territory.’
do.
36
4
do.
Waistcoat,
do.
counties have
G
overnor
—
Seventy-five
| west of the Ohio, and within the territory of
The report of the British Commissioner
appear that the most sanguine in their hopes
Pantaloons, do. 18 do. 5 do.
been
heard
from
which
give
|
the
United
States,
on
the
subject
of
the
bonnof
Survey
on
the
boundary
has
been
pub
that war will be averted were compelled to
Shirt,
do. 12 do. 3 do.
|| dary, or lands.
THOS. JEFFERSON.”
14,001
Bigger (whig)
admit that chance might defeat the inten lished. The Commissioners come to th
6 do. 6 do.
Pair shoes, do.
4,078
Howard (V. B./
|
The
message
containing
these nominations
following
wise
conclusion
:
tions of his majesty, and involve the world
| was transmitted to the Senate 3d Feb. 1803.
“ We report, that we have found a lin
28 francs.
in hostility.
Whig majority now
9,923
The ministerial journals before ns are less of highlands agreeing with the language c
He adds: The laborer•, as I have sho
“ “
1836
8,460
Libel
Suits.
—
The
Globe
of
the
30th
ult.
the
second
article
of
the
treaty
of
1783,
ex
gets 24 cents a day in Corsica. He would!
violent than those of Friday, The Debats
made
a
most
atrocious
and
unprincipled
as

tending from the northwesternmost head c therefore, be obliged to work 22 days tc| sault upon the private character and personal
abstains altogether from comment.
Whig gain since ’36
1,463!!
The following is stated by the Paris Con- the Connecticut river to the sources of th earn the clothing which will last him nearly: pecuniary credit of the Hon.N. P. Tallmadge,
About
15 counties remain to be heard from,
two
years.
In
the
United
States,
the
workl
strtutionnel to be the substance of the treaty Chaudière, and passing thence in a north ingman cannot be clothed short of 840 pel founded upon an equally reckless article ol
Legislature.—Complete returns of the
entered into by England, Austria, Russia easterly direction, south of the Roostuc, t annum ; and, therefore, if he received 81 [>eM the New-York Evening Post. The Madi- members elect of both Houses show the folthe Bay of Chaleurs.
and Prussia, with the Porte :
day for his labor, he would be obliged M|sonian says—The extent of its audacity, cal
“ We further report, that there does not work 40 days in order to clothe himself. The culated as it was to be deeply injurious to lowing result :—
£i The hereditary sovereignty of Egypt,
the credit of Mr. Tallmadge, surprised even
1840.
1839.
and for life the Pachalic of St. Jean d’ Acre, exist in the disputed territory any other linl workingman gains nothing by high wages, if us, who have seen so much ribaldry and
W. L. F.
W. L. F.
highlands
which
is
in
accordance
with
the
of
every
thing
he
w.ants
in
the
shape
of
clothing
are to be offered by the Sultan to Mehemet
15
2
8
slander from that source, countenanced too
Senate
9
m proportion than his wages.
Ali. If within ten days the Pacha shall second article of the treaty of 1783, and that is higher
77
23
by its party, that we are not often -surprised
38 62
House
Mr.
Burke
’
s
argument
is
plausible,
but
fal

—-bi.. ■»
——cr
not accept these terms, the Sultan will o^fer the line which is claimed on the part of the lacious. As regards the prices of the coarser at any thing. It is its delight to feed
92
25
46 71
him Egypt alone. If he still refuse, the United States as the line of highland! articles of food and manufacture necessary to upon the ruins it would make of private
The New Albany Gazette says that Lane,
four powers will compel him to accept the of the treaty of 1783 does not pass neare! sustaining life his argument may hold good, character, and batten like the Vampyre upon
than from 40 to 50 miles of the north-wesu (because lhe laborer must have a living, and the life blood of its victim. This, no doubt, the whig candidate for Congress in the Sev
offer of the Sultan.”
i»enimost head of the Connecticut River, anl me can pay for that living only what he earns ! is what Mr. Kendall denominates his “luxury
The latest accounts from Alexandria state/
therefore has no pretension to be put for But the price of foreign productions, such as indeed.” Such rascality should not go un- enth District, has been elected by a majority
that the intelligence received there from Sy
ward as the line intended by the treaty o sugar, molasses, &c., and of domestic pro whipt of justice. If their slanders are con of 1500, in place of Howard (V. B.) resigned.
ria on the 5th July had made a deep impres
duce and manufacture, which are thought tradicted, they never publish the contradic
1783.”
tion, and the public are left under the injuri
sion on Mehemet Ali, and had evidently fil
ALABAMA,
In a subsequent article, the Times says here to be necessaries, such as meat, butter, ous impressions of their libellous matter.
led him with alarm.
Returns of members of the State Legisla
4 It would be an attempt at once irksomi &c., and which are enjoyed by the peasantry There is no way to reach such men, who
Our Spanish news is satisfactory. The
of Europe in some places only one day in the
ture from 37 counties are furnished in the
news of the events at Barcelona had reached and superfluous for our readers to follow m week, and in some not at all, will not fall in have no feelings or principles in common Mobife papers of 10th and 11th inst. These
through
an
analysis
of
the
facts
and
argu
with
gentlemen
or
men
of
honor,
but
through
proportion to the depression of labor.
Madrid, and the changes consequent there
This New-Hampshire democrat will find the law. Mr. Tallmadge has instituted suits ! give the whigs 49 members of the House and
on had taken place without exciting tumult ments which constitute the body of proof in
this
report.
It
may
suffice
to
state,
as
tht
his
constituents unwilling to fare like Corsi against the proprietors of the New York Eve-1 Jhe Locos 26< Lnst year lhe House of Deleor opposition.
result of lhe labors assigned to the commis can peasants, and make a coarse jacket last ning Post and against the proprietors of the I gates was composed of 33 whigs and 67 Loeach in the sum of 820,000. They I
AFFAIRS IN SYRIA.
sioners, that they have satisfactorily ascer two years, a jocky cap two years, a waistcoat Globe,
will now have an opportunity of substantiating i cos* The whigs, therefore, have a clear gain
Beyrout, July 3.
tained, by strict investigation of the face o three years, pantaloons a year and a half, &c. their allegations or else pay a tax upon their j of 16 members. There are 12 counties to be
The Syrians continue to pursue the work the country, by an industrious perusal anc They will hardly be content with this coarse
. of emancipation which they have underta comparison of charters, treaties, transfers o and scanty wardrobe, in order that the office vaunted “ luxury” of making such unprinci- | heard from.—The Senate consists of thirtypled and base assaults upon private character., three members ;—it is ascertained that the
ken, and every thing leads us to believe territory, and other historical records, the holders may receive from 81 >000 to 86,000 a
1
A Canada paper
that about 5000 0^ l‘ave already elected H—The whigs
that the day of retribution is not far distant. absolute and indisputable conformity be year in gold.
Again ; there is another very great evil at
The Egyptian troops are attacked, beat- tween the intent and spirit of the treaty ol
Indians
of
the
United
States
have purchased ¡ want only two more Delegates and three
tending depressed values, caused by a dear
J3P..lor held in clwrV a.t_ all opints. On the 1783, and the demarcations of territory o- currency, which the advocates of hard-mon a lot of land near London, U. C., and intend more Senators, to give them a majority in
11th uit., iuv- peasants coni!ni^74
,
I both branches and on joint ballot. It would
contendeJ 'ffii* by Great Britian ; ey altogether overlook. It is, that whenever to remove thither.
mir Ali, attacked Beyrout; their forces were Tte
. ,
. " 777 7
.
seem from the annexed extracts
they had
■ not considerable, but courage supplied the ever coidd
of lhe “deputed” districts the schemes of the Government succeed, the
A barn was struck by lightning and con. ,
lowest possible depression of money value
-out the news
news >s
is .
want of numbers. The discharge of mus tv nr » hh’
* i
f -b^f’ty,, ofu that trea,/ cannot
surned
in
Bedford,
Mass.
«
’
en-i.-»»
1
go low enough to make the domestic
ketry and cannon was incessant from 4 o’ ty, or with any color of justice, 4l• aye •Dee' i| tra(je nr
last,
«ova.
;
most
“
too
good
to
be
true.
”
•
-mnwiunity
a
cash
business^
• -immunity
business,
claimed by the United States
thatSÇ/g JGucj will oe
>e compelled, tor
for Wa^
wav» vi a outii-i
sutii-l
_ _____
__ ...in ..Washington
......
clock in the afternoon until midnight, but
-------------------------& letter
received
from Raiward of the King of Holland, which tram| 1 cient quantity of the medium ot value, jn| A
A Liberty
T.ihortv Pole,
PrJo 230
990 feet high,
l,i„h with
w th an
nn AA. 11 ejgh S
_____
■ _ ... . on" joint
aysa...
thatu“ wei________
have a .majority
the losses were not in proportion to the
ferred
to
the
republic
about
three-fifths
‘
a
J
a
country
where
industry
is
so
active
as
this,
|
merican
flag
waving
on
the
lop,
was
raised
ballot
in
lhe
Alabama
Legislature.
”
length of time the battle lasted, The E-,
the “ disputed territory,” was founded on fei to resort to barter. This we consider to be !by the whigs in Wheeling, Va. a few days I The Charleston Mercury, (Van Buren) of
gyptians had 14 men killed.
■roneous data, and on entire ignorance o I one of the greatest evils of the system.
Isince.
I the 14th inst.jays: “ We have as yet but a
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[From the Somerset Journal.]
glytnpse at the popular vote of the State, but the Town Hall, agreeably to previous arJEW DAVID’SORHEMOFFAT’S VEGETABLE
there is great chance that the Whigs have rangement, on the evening of the 13th inst.,
ANOTHER VOICE FROM MAINE.
BREW PE AST ER.
LIFE MEDICINES.
carried the House of Representatives.”
“ The cry is still they come !n
HE peculiarities of this Chemical Com
and listened with undivided attention for two
HESE Medicines are indebted for their
ATIONS?
pound are owing to its extraordinary
name to their manifest and sensible ac
It is with the utmost pleasure that we com
hours to an address from F. O. J. Smith of
MISSOURI.
effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig tion in purifying the sj rings and channels of
ply with the request of the signers of the fol
Portland.
The Legislature, so far as returns have
lowing independent and eloquent letter, and aments and muscles ; its virtues being car life, and enduing them with renewed tone
been received, stands:
give
it a place in the columns of our paper. ried by them to the immediate seat of dis and vigor. In many hundred certified cases
John Holmes of Thomaston addressed the
iRRlSoj¡
which have been made public, and in al
I As was said of the communication of the e- ease, or of pain and weakness.
L F.
JPhrg.
people of Waldoborough, on the 13th, on his leven we have heretofore published, we will
k
However good any internal remedy may most every species of disease to which the
11
14
Senate
return from the Whig Convention at Wis say of this—It speaks for itself, and eloquent be this, as an external application, will prove human frame is liable, the happy effects of
20
33
House
——
ly too. A record like this does honor to the a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX
casset.
SIDENT
State and the People. We welcome our new ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo BITTERS have been gratefully and public
47
31
Total
cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections, ly acknowledged by the persons benefitted,
lie V. B. majority last year was—in the
Kennebec.—A Convention of Whig dele friends to our ranks. We assure them that King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and'Chron and
who were previously unacquainted with
the bond of union between us, shall be the
Ha.
gates from the several towns composing the , hallowed one ol patriotism, We will unite ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated the beautifully philosophical principles upon
Senate 7—in the House 19.
So far as ascertained, the whigs have gain Kennebec Senatorial district was held at, to resist the combined power which stands pain or weakness exists.
which they are compounded, and upon
• largEi
A gentleman travelling in the South of which they consequently act.
ed 1 Senator and lost 2 Representatives.
Augusta on the 11th inst. Messrs. R. H forth in opposition to the best interests of the
Portland.
Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
The LIFE MEDICINES recommend
Vose, J. Eaton and E. Barrell were nominat country. But to the letter :
much said in the latter place in praise of themselves in diseases of every form and des
°f Corinth.
ILLINOIS.
B
ingham
,
August
12,
1840.
ed for re-election as State Senators, and Dan
Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con cription. Their first operation is to loosen
Fifty-one counties return 38 whigs and 39 iel Pike for County Treasurer.
■ectors.
Mr. Editor—The subscribers have here sidered) miraculous cures it had performed, from the coats of the stomach and bowels,
s/or York,
Locos to the House of Representatives. Last
tofore been the steady and ardent supporters i that he was induced to try it on his own the various impurities and crudities constant
fi for Qxf0li year 41 whigs and 36 Locos—showing a Lo
Conventions of Van Buren delegates from of the present Administration, as well as of person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the ly settling around them ; and to remove the
OR.
co gain of three members. In the Senate, so the towns composing Lincoln Congressional Andrew Jackson’s,. This support has not removal of which had been the chief object hardened f’seces which collect in the convo
been
or any particular man, of his journey, but which had resisted the lutions of the smallest intestines. Other med
‘opn from
f,r"" love of party
r'°
far as returns have come in, there have been and Senatorial districts were held at Wis- i¡Jbut
2SÂÎ,
was founded in patriotism and Jove of genial influence of that balmy and delicious icines only partially cleanse these, and leave
casset on the 13th. Joseph Sewall of Bath j c(nintry.. We have all been Democrats, and climate.
no changes,—the loss and gam being equal.
such collected masses behind as to produce
He accordingly applied a plaster on the habitual costiveness, with al! its train of evils,
“ Many of the returns,” says the Baltimore was selected as a candidate for Congress, and I still adhere to the same principles ; and in orfor Presidential | (^er t0 maintain and support pure liberal right side of the chest, where the pain was or sudden diarrhoea, with its imminent dan
C0NGR^s-w Patriot, “rest on loco foco rumors, and are, Joseph Berry of Georgetown L. .____
therefore, to be mistrusted. — We have rumors Elector.—Messrs. Charles Holmes, Thomas ! Democratic principles, such as will give e- seated, another between the shoulders, and gers. This fact is well known to all regular
.
qual rights to all, the poor as well as the rich, one over the region of the liver. In the
of Whig gains in the northeastern and north
anatomists, who examine the human bowels
Alfred.
western section of the State, but no particu Simmons, Arnold Blaney and James C. Whit we have determined to lend our aid in sup mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea alter death ; hence the prejudice of those
more
were
nominated
for
State
Senators,
and
port of Gen. William Henry Harrrison for the of laxative qualities. He soon found hisi well informed men against quack medicines
lars. Ii will be a close run for the Legisla
RK COUNTY,
ture.”
Wm. M. Boyd for County Treasurer. Albert next President of the United States. We are health improving : and in a few weeks his! —or medicines prepared and heralded to the
Illinois has never been a whig State. It Smith of Portland made a speech of two all laboring men, tillers of the soil, and do not cough left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis- public by ignorant persons. The second efexpect any favors, whichever party may pre- appeared, his pain was removed, and his> feet of the Life Medicines is to cleanse the
Killen/,
gave a V. B. majority of 2,983 in Nov. 1836. hours length.—The Argus-Revived states : vaj|} except the enjoyment of equal privileges, health became perfectly reinstated.
kidneys and the bladder, and by this meads,
Since that time he has been recommend the liver and the lungs, the healthful action
The New-York Express has the following that the nomination of Sewall, who is Collec-i and a fair remuneration for our labor. We
" ', was brought about by Albert!
all humble citizens of the town of Bing- ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for of which entirely depends upon the regular
comments upon the returns from this State : tor at Bath,
| ham, and do not expect our influence on oth ail fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma ity of the urinary organs. The blood, which
Smith,
who,
considering
the
prospect
of
his
The apparent popular vote in this State is
ers to be such as would be exerted by an of tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, takes its red color from the agency of the liv
so incorrect a test of the strength of parties, own re-election in Cumberland as very small,! fice-holder.
Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve er and lungs before it passes into the heart,
that it is hardly worth the while to give it, procured Sewall’s nomination, with the hope
ry case of which it has proved an effectual being thus purified by. them, and nourished
ANSEL HOLWAY,
and yet we may continue it if deemed neces that he might be elected, in which case he
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy by food coming from a clean stomach, cours
JONATHAN B. LEAVITT,
sary to correct the one-sided statements of
effects of its softening and healing qualities es freely through the veins, renews every
EDMUND SPAULDING,
e,l‘ As a «holt, Van Buren Journals in disguise or undisguis is forthwith to abandon the Collectorship, to
in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors, part of the system, and triumphantly mounts
CHARLES T. BRACKETT.
which
Albert
is
to
be
transferred
I
—
It
is
not
Knots, Wens, White Swelling, Hard Tu the banner of health in the blooming cheek.
°ne—calculated u ed. What test of strength, for example, is
there in Cook County and if it be, as we at all probable that the people of Lincoln
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
Moffat’s Vegetable Life Medicines have
HYMENEAL.
■engihen the hands
hear, that only naturalized citizens can vote District will give the 11 high contracting par
Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction been thoroughly tested, and pronounced a
in the Presidential Election,‘such returns as ties” an opportunity to carry their treaty into
MARRIED—In Cornwallis, Nova Scotia, 23d of himself and others.
sovereign remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency,
ult. by Rev. Mr. Manning, Rev. J. M. Harris,
come from Cook and Lasalle are not the least
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca Palpitation of the Heart, Loss of Appetite,
effect.
They
will
not
relish
the
idea
of
being
Pastor
of
the
Baptist
Church
in
this
place,
to
indications of the opinions of the settled in
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain Heartburn and Headache, Restlessness, Illhabitants. Indeed in no mere Election of made the cat’s-paws of such politicians as Miss Eunice Eliza Chipman of C.
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af temper, Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy,
In
Barrington,
on
the
19th
ult.
by
Rev.
Samu

, Members of the Legislature is the apparent Albert Smith.
fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses, Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all
el
Nicholas,
Dr.
John
S.
Fernaid,
to
Miss
Mary
which stani
' popular vote a test of the strength of parties,
&c. No female subject to pain or weakness kinds. Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all
Meserve.
because, in whatever county a Party is sure
Van Buren Conventions for Kennebec
In Portland, on Monday evening, by Rev.Dr. in the back or side, should be without it. kinds, Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Con
48,415
ofitsMembers.it will not rally its full vote. Senatorial and Kennebec and Somerset Con Nichols, Mr. John H. Williams, to iMiss Mary Married ladies, in delicate situations, find sumption, Scurvy, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores,
30,662
Adelaide Dix.
great relief from constantly wearing fthis
' Scorbutic Eruptions and Bad Complexions,
gressional districts were held in Augusta on
POLITICAL MOVEMENTS.
At Great Falls, Mr. Daniel D. French, of Do plaster.
Eruptive Complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and
the 13th. Dr. John Hubbard was nominated ver, to Miss Sarah Goodwin, bf Great Falls.
17.753
IN MAINE.
The application of this Plaster between the other Disagreeable complexions, Salt Rheum,
In South Berwick, Mr. David Dow, to Miss1 shoulders, has been found a certain remedy Erysipelas, Common Colds and Influenza,
56
3,662
Cumberland.—Thousands assembled to for Congress, and Edward Fuller, Esq. for Susan S. Walker.
for Colds, Coughs, Phthisic and Lung Af and various other complaints which afflict
Presidential Elector. Messrs. Bartlett W.
bear
the
speech
of
Mr.
Prentiss
of
Mississip
14,091
fections, in their primary stages. It des the human frame. In Fever and Ague, par
Varnum, Amos Nourse and Amasa Dingley
OBITUARY.
troys inflammation, by producing a copious ticularly, the Life Medicines have been most
“main to be heard pi, in Portland, on Tuesday evening last. A
large number of citizens from other towns were nominated for Slate Senators, and
DIED—In Acton, 7th inst. Mrs. Susan Rand- perspiration. No physician should be with eminently successful ; so much so that in the
.'gregale, a sri
¡Fever and Ague districts, Physicians almost
.were present. Mr. P. spoke from a tempo Thomas W. Smith for County Treasurer. let, relict of the late Mr. Noah Rändlet, in the out it.
It has lately been discovered that the Jew universally prescribe them.
rary rvstrutn which had been erected in front The Convention was addressed by Robert 78lh year of her age.
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients
In Cambridgeport, 17th inst. Henry Dawes, David's or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
of the City Hall. It was nearly ten when he Rantoul, jun. a “ federal lawyer from Massa - son of Mr. George L. Emerson, of York, Me. for Corns as the following certificate will is to be particular in taking the Life Medi
OLINA.
chusetts,” at great length !
aged 4 years and 4 months.
> UNTIES, 1,80! closed.
show—more can be seen by calling upon our cines strictly according to the directions. It
In Wakefield, July 29, Mr. Daniel Allen, in agents in the Villages.
is not by a newspaper notice, or by any thing
ics in the old Notili
The Advertiser says :—“The audience
Robert Rantoul, jr. Esq. of Boston, a “ fed- the 66th year of his age.
he himself may say in their favour, that he
CERTIFICATE..
beard him for more than three hours and
In York, Mrs. Jerusha, wife of Mr, Joseph
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the re
eral” lawyer, has been lecturing to the “ de
without
a
single
sign
of
impatience.
All
Bradbury, aged 67 years.
11,745 .
Messrs Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under sults ot a fair trial.
were delighted, and with one heart united mocracy'' of Hallowell, Portland, &c. on po
great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
10,665
MOFFATS MEDICAL MANUAL, de
at the close of his eloquent address, in giving litical men and measures. The “ democrat
Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on1 signed as a Domestic Guide to Health. This
SHIP NEWS.
the distinguished speaker Twelve Cheers.
my
toes
for
seventeen
years,
and
tried
almost
1,080
little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375
The welkin rung with applause, and after a ic” papers appear to be highly delighted with
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 22, 1840.
every thing that was recommended, but could
36
737
brief address from Mr. Kinsman, the Chair the plan and the man, and still they are contin
find nothing that did any good, till I tried the Broadway, New York, has been published
•
MEMORANDA.
Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr.
man of the meeting,—three cheers for Missis ually preaching against “foreign interference”
1)8171! , sippi,—three cheers for Maine, and three oth
Ar. at Boston, 17th, bark Diantha, of this port, the Plaster, after haying it on about twenty-four Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found
—“ interference of the city of Boston,” &c. Bragdon, City Point, Va. for Antwerp. Put in hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed highly interesting to persons seeking health.
iir as returns to, ers for SARGEANT S. PRENTISS, the
&c. Do they think the People will not see on account of the Captain and one of the crew off and left a hollow place, and are entirely well, It treats upon prevalent diseases and the
multitude separated.”
being sick with lever and ague.
and as smooth as they ever were.
causes thereof. Price 25 cents—for sale by
and condemn yieir inconsistency ?
Ar. at Antwerp, 27th, Eliza-Thornton, Foss,
55
Yours Respectfully,
Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
---------- ooo---------Mr.
Prentiss
of
Mississippi
addressed
the
New-Orleans.
WONTON JOSLIN.
33
There was an immense gathering of the
Ar. at Wilmington, N. C. 11th, brig Persever
people at Gorham on Friday of last week in
N. B. I would advise a’l those afflicted with
MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES—
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
22
rity
a most eloquent speech, which occupied more Whigs of New-York city on the evening of ance, Burnham, New-York.
SPOKEN.
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
istriots returned! than two hours in the delivery.
The gath- the 3d inst. at Washington Hall, to welcome
10th, lat. 39 15, Ion. 57 30, signalized ship Mar
Rochester, N. Y.
yearly, for several years, and having estab
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
•wing a ffhigp ering on the occasion was very large, not- Mr. Prentiss who had just arrived from Mis cia Cleaves, of this port, from New-Orleans for
lished beyond further cavil their infinite su
Liverpool.
For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents : periority over all other specifics for human
g a difference ol II withstanding the heavy rain, which continued sissippi. The meeting was organized by the
Kennebunk,
Alexander
Warren
;
Kenne

maladies, as the published testimony of hun
through the forenoon and until about 2 o’ appointment of Ogden Hoffman as President
I’ parlies,
/Ship Timber.
ibunk port, Oliver Bourn ; If ells, Seth Hatch ; dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
ncer publishesoli clock in the afternoon, and which prevented and other officers. Mr. Prentiss was intro
North-Berwick,
Sheldon
Hobbs.
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera
’^MT’ANTED by the subscribers, immediateAugust 15, 1840.
;li, Aug. 16, wM hundreds, who lived at a distance, from at duced to the audience, and for more than ’ ’
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever
ly, the wood materials for a ship of
two hours enchained their attention.
malady they may, whether it is belter to con
tending.
600 tons. Those who wish to furnish them,
tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures oi dis
or any portion ot them, must make immedi
e been receivedNew Jersey.—Another large and enthusi ate application, and contract for such amount
ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in
The whigs of the town of Cumberland,
in that the Wi!
his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
astic
meeting of the whigs was held at Harri as they wish to furnish, as the whole frame
We shall Im Cumberland county, had a spirited meeting in
to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He
There were must be delivered, or contracted for, within a
big Senate, a W the Town Hall in that place on Monday af son Hill, N. J. on the 1st inst.
thinks there can be but one answer to this
month.
r United States^
five
or
six
thousand
present.
Many
excel

question—and that answer an immediate ap
Also, wanted forty good Ship Carpenters.
I be from sixtoej ternoon. John D. Kinsman of Portland ad
lent speeches were made,—among the speak
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
ernor, and on jj dressed them in an able and effectual speech
DOTES to be obtained at his principal of
Kennebunk, Augiist 21, 1840.
e than 20, petit which occupied more than two hours in the ers was Gen. Call, late Governor of Florida.
fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer
Gen. C. was until recently a supporter of the
1 guns for tW delivery.
rHTeARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUIous agencies.
administration, as was Capt. Stockton of the
NARIAN or BLOOD-ROOT PILLS.
These valuable Medicines are for sale
The Harrison men of Brunswick invited U. S. Navy, who addressed a whig meeting in The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in
HE most safe and effectual, economical 1by DANIEL REM1CH, Kennebunk.
YA.
Mr. Smith of the Argus-Revived, on his re that State a few weeks since. The audience, the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu
August 6, 1840.
ve counties turn from Bath on the 14th, to address them throughout the day, evinced “ a hciy deter are presented to the public on their own mer
man Constitution that has ever been discov
its alone, and his only wish is to have their
BOOH PAPER.
ive
at the Tontine Hall in the evening, to which mination to redress the wrongs, the atrocious claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory ered.
These Pills are composed entirely of mate
14,00! request he acceded. The Hall was crowded
wrongs, which have been inflicted upon their test of intelligent experience.
rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
REMICH has this day received 1000
4,078
A gentleman stopping at the Astor House ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
to suffocation throughout the evening.—The State.”
• rolls Room Paper—a great variety of
N. Y., writes thus :
patterns,— which will be sold very cheap,—
or any mineral substance.
Van Buren men held a meeting on the same
9,933
tw
New York, April 9th, 1839.
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex- :some as low as 124 cents per roll. .
fl^’The Kennebec Journal states that the
8,460
evening, for the purpose of hearing an ad
36
To Dr. J. B. Sears—.Dear sir,—Having by perimenting with different vegetable medi
Kennebunk* May 13, 1840.
dress from Albert Smith, the member of Con amount of sales of Lumber exported from the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguina- cines, for the diseases of the liver ; and now
’36
gress from Cumberland district. The Hall Augusta, this season, does not exceed S7000. rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured offers his Universal Pills as best, the most '
“sTATiowEmET
RESH supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens j
lain to be liearfi* of one of the taverns in the village was found In 1836, the whole amount shipped could of a complication of bilious complaints with convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
[liete returns
sufficiently large to hold all who assembled not have been less than half a million—$500,- which 1 had been afflicted for between two ed for general use ; and in offering them to
der, &c. &c. Just received by
and three years, it is with feelings of heart the public he is actuated more by benevolent
louses show tfei’
and the meeting was adjourned at an unusu 000. Does not this fact afford a pretty deci felt gratitude that I now address you to ac than pecuniary motives, as the price of the
D. REM1CH.
ally early hour. The Locos had engaged a sive indication that the demand for Lumber! quaint you of the fact. I had consulted sev medicine will show.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
1839
meeting-house in the village, with the expec has materially decreased,—and that as a ne eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of
They arc mild and pleasant in their opera
40.
¡J
NOTICE OF INSOLVENCY.
Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but tion, and convey almost immediate convic
L.lp
cessary
consequence
the
demand
for
La

tation
that
the
Hall
would
be
so
crowded
as
8 0
all
to
no
purpose
;
in
fact
I
continually
grew
tion
of
their
utility
from
the
first
dose.
They
2
bor
has
fallen
off
’
?
Will
the
Van
Buren
men
to render it necessary to adjourn thereto—
38 61
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight can be taken with safety by persons of age ;
but there was no necessity for an adjourn undertake to throw the responsibility of this when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduc and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the
of Probate for the County of York,
Commissioners to receive and examine the
state of things upon the wh-igs ? Whether ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit delicate, are strengthened by their operation,
46
ment to a larger room 1
25
they do or not, the People will be likely to tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was because they clear the system of humors, claims of the creditors to the estate of
zette says thaï w
AMAZ1AH NOBLE,
Lincoln County.—A whig Convention, enquire somewhat into the nature and ten at last confined to my room and most of the quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness,
Congress in
time to my bed. While in this appalling from whateversource, and invariably produce late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
for
Lincoln
Congressional
and
Senatorial
dis

elected by a **
dency of the measures of the party in power condition a friend inquired if I had tried your sound sleep.
represented as insolvent, hereby give notice
tricts, was held at Wiscasset on the 13ih inst. —of the majority in Congress, who control B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme that six months from the date hereof are al
ward (V. B-)
Benjamin Randall of Bath was nominated for the affairs of the Government, and as com he recommended them to me, having him dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head lowed said creditors to bring in and prove
re-election as Representative to Congress. mon-sense teaches them to do, hold them self been restored by their use from a some ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the their claims ; and that we will attend the bu
siness to which we are thus appointed, at the
of the State W
Edward Robinson of Thomaston as Elector responsible for the depressed state of business, what similar, though less aggravated compli stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints, office of William B. Sewall in said Kenne
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com
are furnish«!
of President and Vice President.—For State rather than the whigs who are in the minori your central office, procured a box, and be mencement will invariably check their pro bunk, on the last Mondays of each of the fol
Senators, Thaddeus Weeks of Jefferson ; ty and of course powerless.
and Hth * ’
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased gress, and save the patient from a protracted lowing months, viz. : July, September and
tasofthéH*'
two boxes more ; and now, although scarce and dangerous sickness. They are invalua November, from 1 to 4 o’clock in the after
William Thomas of Thomaston, William D.
(f/^The steamer John W. Richmond ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced ble in nervous and hypocondriacal affections, noon of each of said days.
!aribcH»®e°'
Sewall of Bath and James Lowell of Lewis
W. B. SEWALL,
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
of appetite and all complaints to which
■33 «h!?" ® ■
ton. For County Treasurer, Edward Dana struck a snag in the Kennebec river, between have entirely recovered my former health loss
THEODORE THOMPSON.
females alone are subject. They operate as
Hallowell and Gardiner,<on the 13th, and was and am fast gaining strength and flesh. I a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and
Kennebunk, June 1, 1840.
of Wiscasset.
dore,!.««8*»
The Convention was held in the open air, so badly injured as to render it necessary for shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen certain remedy for worms in children.
12 couruest0
NOTICE.
I might publish a volume of certificates
e
ofiM the number in attendance was variously es her to go on to the Salem Railway for re boxes which I intend to take to my residence
ate consist»
HE full blooded Horse, CHARLES
in S. Carolina next week, by which time 1 but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
pairs.
timated
at
1200
to
2000.
Many
were
pres

aseertained *'
MORGAN, bright chesnut color,
will recommend itself to all who will make
think I can safely venture to travel.
’ . ,4-Th«*
ent as delegates who have, until within a few
black mane and tail—well built—will stand
trial
of
it.
JOHN
KINGLEY.
Yours
truly,
JAS.
S.
HUBBELL.
Loco Foco Nominations for Cumberland.—
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of at the stable formerly improved by Isaac Kilweeks, been among the most active of the Hon. Albert Smith was yesterday nominated
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the hatn, at Kennebunk Landing* during the
two
&
Thurston,
East-Thomaston,
Me.
by
whom
supporters of Jackson and Van Buren.—Mr. for re-election to Congress, by the Loco Con
them «
„i
price is 50 cents ; rhe small size contains 25 present season. For further particulars en
Randall of Bath, Messrs. Holmes and Chand vention at Gray. The nominations for State orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at pills, price 25 cents.
quire of
IVORY GOODWIN.
tended to. For sale, also, by the following
Kennebunk Landing, July 20, 1840.
ler of Thomaston and Foote of Wiscasset ad Senate were Messrs. Totman of Harpswell, Agents
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
Kennebunk,
Daniel Remich, Alexot Portland,
rortiana, Eastman of
or Harrison, agents
neDueuuim, vamv.
Crocker of
dressed the Convention.
and Brown of Pownal,—the latter in place ander Warren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells, the above pills in the United States—of
of Otis U.
C. Gross, wno
who was in me
the ¡senate
Senate last Barak Maxwell, Erastus Littlefield and Geo. whom they may be had in any quantities, at
The Harrison men of Bath, among whom year. Mr. Gross was nominated for Elector. E. Baker ; York, J. Brooks and George M. No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market. ONEATHS and Austin’s Rifles, just re*
Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale © ceived by
were more than twenty seceders from the Mark Harris was nominated for County Freeman.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
of
these Pills in Kennebunk.
August 21,1^40,
eply.
Van Buren party, met in great numbers sat I Treasurer.—Portland Adv. of Thursday.
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THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE.
BY ISAAC P. SHEPARD,

I ask not Fame ; ’tis fleeting
As breath of balmy eve ;
With glory’s phantoms cheating,
’Twill nought but sadness leave ;
A surer good I would possess,—
A joy that livetb ever ;
That when is past the world’s caress,
Despair may seize me never.

I ask not gold ; it bindeth
To earth the spirit down ;
Its hireling slave ne’er findeth
Save but a demon’s frown.
It is the Tantalus of hell,
Immortal minds tormenting,
And wise are they who break its spell
Ere life’s last hour repenting !

.1 ask not power ; it stilleth

The soul’s best thoughts of God ;
Wide earth with woe it filleth,
And sways an iron rod.
Soft beauty’s charms I would not crave,
For which are millions sighing ;
They pass away, as sinks the wave
Along the sea-shore dying ?

I ask not friends ; there liveth
But few who bear the name ;
For boasted friendship givetb
A swift, unstable flame ; —
If want is far, and hopes are bright,
Men smile, with others smiling ;
But^when comes near misfortune’s night.
They pass away reviling !
’Tis not of earth, the treasure
That satisfies the soul ;
Its value nought can measure
From north to southern pole.
The seraphs round the holy throne
Its keeping well might covet,
For none of all the treasures known
In Heaven, is prized above it !

OR

---------- "nnn------

I

BRANDRETH’S PILLS.

H

C

N

The Resurrectionor

’Tis found whpre tears are flowing
Down contrite sinners cheeks—
Where hearts with love are glowing
While Jesus gently speaks.
The Star that rose in Bethlehem
Points where is Heaven’s best token,
Beneath the Cross lhere lies a gem,
The Pearl of Price unspoken !

v

FIN A KEN in execution, and to
ss.... be sold at Public Vendue,
on Saturday the 5th day of September, 1840,
at three of the clock P. M. at the store of
William G. Conant, in Alfred, in the county
of York, all the right in equity which Jotham
Jones of said Alfred, yeoman, has to redeem
a certain tract of land, situate at said Alfred,
with the buildings thereon, and privileges
thereto belonging, being the homestead farm
whereon said Jotham now lives ; the same
being subject to a mortgage made by said
Jotham to Jonathan Farnum, John Conant
and Alvah Conant, dated January 26, 1829—
referring thereto for description.—Terms at
sale. SAMUEL M> PARSONS, D. Sh’ff.
Alfred, August 1, 1840.
ts.
YORK,

Treasury Office^

THE RESURRECTION, Goods!‘ ---Cheap!!
ooo----------

A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
MILO JASPER GOSS_
I
proved by the experience of thousands to
PERSIAN PILLS,
AS purchased the Stock of Goods of" be.j, when properly persevered with, a certain
Al a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
——.—ooo----- —
_jre in every form of the Only One Disease,
______ medicine
_______
George D. Conant, and has also made cu
within and for the County of York, on the
(L/^In order that_____
this valuable
havino- the same origin, and invariably arise
first Monday of August, in the year of should not be counterfeited, we have a plate . a large addition of NEW GOODS, just pur all
to th«
the ni.i
old from the'UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
fU.-u tn.
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the representing a Persian scene, that is struck on chased1 in Boston, which he noffers
namely, IM PURITY or IMPERFECT circula
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said each bill, one of which accompanies each box. j customers of G. D. Conant and the public tion of the BLOOD.
We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list ’ generally, at very low prices. The Stock con
Court:
In a period of little more than three years in
HARLES JOHNSON,named executor of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor ‘ sists in part of
the United States, they have restored to a state of
Eng.
and
Am.
Prints
from
6^
to
34
cts.
in a certain instrument purporting to diminish the virtues of this admirable com
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
per yard ;
be the last will and testament of Sarah John

THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
pound.
Summer Cloth of all descriptions ;
incurable by physicians of the first rank and
son, late of Kittery, in said county, deceas
Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth’s, Ev
standing, and in many cases when every other
Ladies’ Blk. and White Silk Gloves ;
ed, having presented the same for probate :
ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
»
Silk Pic-Nic
do. ;
ORDERED—-That the said executor give tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
«
Kid
do.;
notice to all persons interested, by causing a the public, as certified to by Physicians and
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
“
Cotton and Worsted Hose ;
copy of this order to be published, three others.—Let none condemn them until they
“
Silk and Raw Silk Shawls and pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga have tried them, and then we are certain
tional or from some immediate cause, whether
Handkerchiefs ;
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may they will not.
it be from internal or external injury, it will be
Ladies’ Shally Hdkfs. ;
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
It is now a settled point with all who have
cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
“ Silk Fancy do. ;
Alfred, in said county, on the first Monday used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
This great principle of “PURGING” in
“
“
Scarfs ;
of September next, at ten of the clock in the they are pre-eminently the best and most ef
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
Cotton Flag Hdkfs. from 8 to 25 cts»;
found much more convenient to take an occa
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet
Silk Bandana, Flag and Pongee Pocket sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
why the said instrument should not be prov been used in America. If every family could
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
ed, approved, and allowed as the last will and become acquainted with their Sovereign pow Hdks.;
blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that
Edinboro’ Shawls ; Highland Plaid do. ;
testament of the said deceased.
er over disease, they would keep them and
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
do. ;
Thibet
do. ;
Shally
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
A true copy—Attest,
Blue Blk. Gro de Nap Silk ;
on the first appearance of disease, and then
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Fig’d Green Gro de Swiss do.;
how much distress would he avoided and
difference between the appearance of those two
August 6.
Black
Sinshaw
do.
;
money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
persons—one has been treated by your regular
Light and Dark Bonnet Silks ;
who are hurried out of time by neglecting
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, with disease in its first stages, or by not being in
Fig’d
“
Linings
is, see how the shadow of death throws his
in and for the County of York, on the first possession of a remedy which they can place
White
Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Col’d and
solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
Monday in June, in the year of our dependence upon.
Cambrics , Lawns ; Mt.dins ; Laces ; White see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
Q^’All who wish to guard against sickness, Linen Hdkfs.; Wrought Lace Collars; White sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely, Lace Veils, &c. &c.
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He
Court :
Gents. Kid, Buck and Linen Gloves
when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
ATHAN D, APPLETON, executor of from youth to old age, when taken according
Kid Walking Shoesand Slippers ;
plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
the Will of Richard Bean, late of Wa to the directions.
Blch’d Shirting frouv.6^ to 14 cents ;
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
terborough, in said county, yeoman, deceased,(J^Call for the bill that accompanies each
5-4
Sheeting ;
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitutionj
having presented his second account of ad box in all cases..-¿j)
Bro. Shirting from 6| to 10 cents ;
better
say.
—
So
to
save
life you must half poisofi
ministration of the estate of said deceased for
“ Sheeting from 8 to 12& “
Per
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
allowance :
“ Drillings;
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
Pills— These pills raise from the great
ORDERED—That the said executor give sian
Bed Ticking from 12£ to 23 cents ;
erable tha sad remainder of his existence; this is
est
weakness,
distress
and
suffering,
to
a
state
notice to all persons interested, by caus
A small assortment of FANCY GOODS. called curing. Shocking folly !
ing a copy of this order to be published of strength, health and happiness. The
Also, a large Stock of Cloths, such as
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
name
of
these
pills
originated
from
the
cir

three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk cumstance of the medicine being found only Blk., Blue Blk., Blue, London Brown, Mix’d, man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of1
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
the cemetries of Persia. This vegetable Green, Invisible Green BROADCLOTHS, conscious strength, his countenance is clear
ty, that they may appear at a Probate in
together with a good stock of
production
being
of
a
peculiar
kind,
led
to
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
Court to be held at Alfred, in said county, on experiments as to its medical qualities and
CASSIMERES & SATINETTS,
the feeling of new life and animation; he has
the first Monday of September next, at ten of virtues. In half a century it became an es of a variety of colorsand qualities.
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if tablished medicine for the diseases of that
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, nnd
any they have, why the same should not be country.
Sou.,
Y.
Hyson
and
Pou.
TEAS
;
Havana
The extract of this singular pro
soon rose without any injury being sustained
allowed.
Bro.
and
White
Lump
and
Loaf
SUGARS
;
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
duction was introduced into some parts of
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
Europe in the year 1783, and used by many Pepper ; Spice ; Ginger; Tobacco ; Cloves ; a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
A true copy—Attest,
entirely recovered the attack : because his
celebrated physicians in curing certain dis Cinnamon ; Coffee, &c. &c.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
—also—
eases, where all other medicines had been us
August 6.
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, tha
Glass and Crockery Ware ;
ed in vain. Early in the year 1792, the
Hard Ware ; Butts ; Screws ; Door Latch solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Jit a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, extract was combined with a certain vegeta
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
within and for the County of York, on the ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in es ;
life and body both.
Looking-Glasses, &c. &c.
first Monday in August, in the year of our the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
M. J. Goss will keep constantly on hand Pills,
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the admirable effect of this compound upon the
removes nothing but the useless and de
Paints
and
Oils
;
Japan
;
Varnish
;
Turpen

human
system,
led
physicians
and
families
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
tine
;
Dye
Woods,
&c.
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
into its general use. Their long established
Court :
(£^»The above Goods were bought low which cause disease—they impede the func
ARTHA TRAFTON, executrix of the character, their universal and healing virtues,
and
carefully
selected,
and
will
be
sold
as
low
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
Will of Josiah Traflon, late of Shap- the detergent and cleansing qualities of their
organ, and which, when they settle upon the
specifical action upon the glandular part of as can be purchased in the county.
leigh, in said county, deceased, having
Ladies and gentlemen purchasing, are muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
presented her first account of administra the system, are such as will sustain their rep
nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow utation and general use in the American Re invited to call and examine.
duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
M.
J.
Goss
feels
confident
that
all
those
who
ance :
public.
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
may
wish
to
purchase
Goods
will
find
as
ORDERED—That the said executor
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
good
an
assortment
and
prices
as
low
as
can
QTTO MOTHERS.XO
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
be found in the country. A share of the pub of
ing a copy of this order to be published, three
all who behold them.
Messrs. E. Chase
Co.
Gents.—Hearing
lic
patronage
is
respect/Aly
solicited.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga much said about the extraordinary effects of the
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
WANTED
appear at a Probate Court to he held at Al to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
tion. it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
fred, in said county, on the first Monday of trial oi them. My wife was at that time the
10 tons good BETTER.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
September next, at ten of the clock in the fore mother of five children, and had suffered the
Alfred, June 8, 1840.
3m.
known, and more and more appreciated.
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
The cure by purging may more depend up
after her confinement of each. She had tried‘
Quackery,
the same should not be allowed.
every means and taken much medicine, but
HE most barefaced and villainous, is so on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
found little or no relief.—She commenced taking
common, that persons afflicted with LIN- than may be generally imagined. Whatever
A true copy—Attest,
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
the Persian Pills about three months before her
. GERING COMPLAINTS, are often imposed
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
confinement, (her health being very poor about’ on by pretended cure-alls, and have reason for it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
August 6.
this length of lime previous) and soon after was tho most heart-rending suspense, but when I an of constant exercise is seen.
onubled
ucjo
tQ _
<<
When constant exercise cannot be used
nounce that—“ If, after giving them a fair trial
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with mother to her family until her confinement. At’ for
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
the
complaints
specified
below,
they
prove
in and for the County of York, on the first the time she commenced taking the Persian useless the money shall be refunded,” it is pre Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
Monday in August, in the year of our Lord Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af sumed, that they will not hesitate about trying Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
eighteen hundred and forty, by the Hon. flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se. my
of life, are kept free from those impurities
vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
which would prevent its steady current minis
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
removed
before
using
half
a
box.
It
is
with
^Œ/TLLIAM LORD, jtm. Executor of the great confidence that we advise (¡¡ll those about an invaluable remedy for all Bilious, Consump tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
v T will of Jeremy Larrabee, late of Kenne to become mothers, to make use of the Persian tive and Dropsical complaints, and a sure cure vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
bunk, in said county, deceased, having pre Pills. All those that have taken them in our’ for the Dropsy, except that of the head, unless ture which is thus assisted through the means
sented his first account of administration neighborhood have got along in the same easy the patient has been tapped or saturated with and outlets which she has provided for herself.
r. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
of the estate of said deceased, for allowance : manner, and are about house in a few days. mercurial preparations, either of which renders areD241
185 Hudson st. and 276
ORDERED—That the said Executor There does not appear to be half the danger of• a cure doubtful, though such cases have been Bowery,BROADWAY,
between Prince and Houston sts.
by them.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus other difficulties setting in after confinement cured
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
These Pills are composed of a great variety of
ing a copy of this order to be published three where these Pills are taken.— We unitedly say, simple
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
physical and restorative medicines, and
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga let none neglect taking them, for they are in the they have effected the most astonishing cures
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
thankful that there is a remedy which fe
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to truly
males can easily procure which bids to lessen the else had failed, the patient having been given up
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
be held at Alfred, in said county, on the world of suffering, which many of them have to 1 to die ; and testimonials are continually being
Louisville, Kj 99 Fourth street.
first Monday of September next, at ten of the bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands received, showing their wonderful efficacy in
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
building up debilitated constitutions and securing
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any which otherwise would be lost.
Neto Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
the Health 1
they have, why the same should not be al
Rochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direc
lowed.
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par tions to Consumptive persons, and Certificates
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ticulars, see subscribers.
S. ROBERTS,
HT How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac
A true copy—Attest,
A. O. ROBERTS.
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
companies each box.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Never
purchase without being positively sure
Certificates can be procured by calling up A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very low price
August 6.
on the agents in the villages, who have a large of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the names that the person selling has an Engraved cer->
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, bill containing a treatise on most diseases, of all persons, who are made agents for selling tincate of A gency, and QXobserve it has been
them, will be found annexed to my advertise renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
within and for the County of York, on the their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui ment
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
in the State paper for the time being.
first Monday in August, in the year of our tously.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
holder are genuine,
TESTIMONIALS.
Lord eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon.
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
Though 1 prefer that the success of my Pills
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
to whom all orders must be addressed (post should rest on their own intrinsic, merits, I an by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
AUL STEVENS, guardian of Selinda, paid) Rochester, N. Y.
nex the following as specimens of the many cer Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
Principal J\'ew England Office,
Moses, Mary and John Hatch, children For saie by the following Agents:
tificates I have on hand.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON,
Cumberland, Aug. 2d, 1837.
of John C. Hatch, late of Kennebunk, in Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
This may certify, that in the spring of 1829, I
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
said County, deceased, having presented his
Hells, Seth Hatch.
was seized with a fever, which afterwards JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
first account of guardianship of his said wards
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
brought on the Dropsy.
After trying several
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
for allowance t
August 6, 1840.
physicians to no advantage, I went to Portland,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
ORDERED—That the said guardian
and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown ; and Seleucus Adams ;
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
PAPER.
when, after repeated trials to no effect, I was
Lyman, William Huntress;
ing a copy of this order to be published
CASE ruled Letter Paper—white and pronounced totally incurable. Despairing of life,
Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ;
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk kIL blue—fine and superfine—which will which had now become a burden to me, I return
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun be sold at very low prices.
ed to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, and
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
I case Brandywine Quarto Post—fine and gave myself up to a lingering death. Hearing
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the extra.
of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernald’s
however, in cases similar to my own, I
Berwick, J. S. T. Cashing ;
first Monday of September next, at ten of the
Bath Letter Paper; Embossed do. do. ; Pills,
was persuaded to try them, as a last resort. To
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Note Paper.
my great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
they have, why the same should not be al
Cap and Pot Writing paper, ruled and un found myself recovering ; and upon taking his
lowed.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John IL
ruled ; Fancy, Marble, Coloured, Ticket, Mo Pills the Dropsy left me, and I became perfectly Spear
;
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
rocco, Tissue, plain and embossed Gold, and well in the course of six months. I make this
A true copy,—Attest,
York
—Cape Neddick, George M. Free*
statement,
and
wish
it
published
for
the
benefit
Drawing
Papers.
Bristol
Board
—
while
and
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of those who are suffering under similar cases ; man ;
colored.
August 6.
York, Alexander Dennett;
Cartridge, Envelope, Post-Office and Log that they may know what has cured one who has
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;;
suffered every thing but death, and who consid
Re Papers—by the ream or quire.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M.
Writing Paper, ruled for bills, memoran ers his life saved by the above medicine.

PROBATE NOTICES.

■ P O E TRT

\

Augusta, July 29, 1840. )
KTOTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
-1^ School Fund apportioned to the sever
al Towns and Cities in this State, for the year
1840, together with the Roll of Accounts for
rations to the Militia, &c. will be paid at the
adjourned Session of the Legislature in Sep
tember, upon application at this office.
D. WILLIAMS, Treas’r.
The publishers of newspapers in this State
uio ruquosiuU W ineui'. Hio rvr«gvii»g cma ectiU
their bill to this office for payment.
D. WILLIAMS, Treas’r.
August 5, 1840.

AS just received in addition to his for

mer stork,
H
2000yds. English and

American Prints;
2000 do. Bro. and Blea. Sheetings and Shirt
ings ; Broadcloths ; Cassimeres and Sattinets ;
Ridh Satin Stripe ; Challys ; Mourning
Lawn ; Fancy Silk Shawls ; Plaid Silk
Hdkf’s ; Choppas ; Ceylon Hdkfs. ; Raw Silk
do. ; Cashmere do. ; Col’d Cambrics ; White
do. ; Swiss Mull Muslin ; Bleached Drilling ;
White and Col’d Flannels ; Silicias ; Check’d
Gingham Cravats ; Coat and Suspender But
tons ; Italian Sewing Silk ; Marshall’s Linen
Thread ; Taylor’s Cott. do. Pound and Paper
Pins ; Warren’s Drill’d Eyed Needles ; Fac
tory Warp, Nos. from 7 to 20 ; Silk Cords and
Braids ; White Cott. Hose ; Gent’s Mixed
Cott. do. ; Hooks and Eyes ; Brown Linen
for Jackets ; Bishop’s Lawn ; Book Muslin ;
Check’d Cambric; Ladies Paris Kid Gloves ;
Gent’s do.; Ladies Silk do.; Blk., White, and
Col’d Pic Nic do. ; Furniture Patch ; Rib
bons ; Galloons ; Linen and Cott. Tapes ;
Mourning Hdkfs. ; Fans ; Col’d Spool Cot
ton ; Pearl Shirt Buttons ; Bone and Metallic
Stay Rings ; Silver Thimbles ; Steel do. ;
Ivory Combs ; Braces; Linen Cambric
Hdkfs ; Victoria Robes ; Bed-licking.
—also—
A general assortment of Groceries, Hard
Ware and Crockery ; Scythes; Scythe
Snaiths ; Scythe Rifles, and either Farming
Tools ; Painted Pails ; Corn Brooms ; Patent
Mop Handles: Stone and Brown Ear
then Ware ; Paints and Oil ; Gentlemen’s
Seal Skin Boots; Misses Kid Slippers
for 46 cents a pair—a very fair article ;
a good assortment of Ladies, Misses, and
Children’s Shoes ; Men’s and Boy’s do.—
Together with a variety of other articles not
mentioned—which are offered at very low
prices for cash or approved credit.
Kennebunk-port, July 18, 1840.
6w.
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T

P
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storative.
E. S. THOMES.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands dums, &c. &c. constantly on hand.
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, has
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
D.
REMICH.
unrivalled for the following complaints,
authorized me to state, that after having buried
Newfield
—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Aye
viz .‘-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv
four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining
SCHOOL BOOKS.
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Mi
one, was given up to die, with the same com
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
■--------ooo-------J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
plaint,
by
several
“
Regular
Physicians.
”
In
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
LARGE assortment of School Books,
Cornish, John McLellan ;
this situation she commenced taking my “ Amer
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
comprising every kind used in the ican
Limington, James McArthur;
Renovating Pills,” and by persevering ac
and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
Schools and Academies in this section of the
Waterborough, Jatpes Leavett;
cording
to
my
directions,
she
was
in
a
few
weeks
shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. country—for sale, in quantities or at retail, at restored to health, and has been able to dis
Hollis, Ehen Sawyer ;
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known the lowest cash prices.
charge her domestic duties now for six or seven
Buxton, T. Bolles";
in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
100 Bibles,—Quarto, Octavo, 18 mo. and years.
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ?
have
been
known
to
cure
this
afflicting
dis

-------- ooo------- Pocket—bound in Calf, Morocco, Turkey
Agents.—Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General
Acton, Wm. Evans.
ease
after
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
County of York—Daniel Remich,
leather, &c. Cheaper than ever before offered. Agent
HIS house is one of the oldest and most
B. BRANDRETH, M. J
Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco; EbeneFor sale by
D. REMICH.
respectable in the City, having been es four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
241 Broadway, N. Y.
zer Sawyer, Hollis;—County of Hancock—Aus
tablished many years. It is in the centre inofremoving nervous eomplaiqts. It is pleas
Kennebunk, May 13,1840.
May, 1839.
tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
business, and well supplied with the best the ant to take, and so easy in its’operation that
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
market affords. Merchants and others from it may be administered to the infant with
Writing Fluid.
CARPETING
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
the country will find every thing to make safety.
ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which fl
For sale by«
JAMES LORD.
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
as free as the Blue Fluids,—posses
them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day.
Kennebunk, June 26,1840.
ADIZ SALT, for sale by
.
DANIEL REMICH.
their durability without their corrosive |
JOSEPH DREW.
Who
will
supply
the
article,
to
dealers,
at
S.
H.
GOULD.
AND PAPER—a good article—for sale
9, 1840.
erties. For sale by
D. REM1C
the lowest wholesale prices.
Kennebunk-port, July 18,1840.
6vv.
low, by
D. REMICH.
March 12, 1840.
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